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ABSTRACT

An extensive and detailed analysis is made of the factors which

contribute to the accuracy of a spotting rifle controlled antitank

weapon. The manner in which each source of error contributes to the

total error is discussed, and two methods of computing quasi-combat

first-round hit probability are presented. The entire method is illus-

trated by a complete determination of the hitting potential of the

106Dm recoilless rifle (M40) using the .50 caliber spotter (M8) under

an assumed quasi-combat environment.
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IMf3ODUTION

Imortant among the current and proposed anti-tank weapons are

those which acquire target range data through the use of a separate,

small-caliber spotting rifle. This type of weapon system is used by

firing spotting rounds, with adjustment between rounds, until one

hits the target, and then, without further adjustment, firing the first

major caliber round. It is clearly desirable for the spotting round

and the major caliber round to be ballistically matched, that is, to

fly exactly the same trajectories under both standard and non-stand-

ard conditions. However, if past experience is any indication, it

is impossible to achieve this goal. The two rounds generally are not

matched. They do not fly the same trajectories under standard condi-

tions, and they are not equally sensitive to variations from standard.

For example, the two weapons might be adjusted so that their centers

of impact are at the same point when no wind is blowing, but, given a
constant cross wind, one type of round might be blown further off course

than the other) so that they no longer have the same center of impact.

In this report a mathematical model is presented which allows

for the computation of quasi-combat hit probability for the first
major-caliber round fired after achieving a hit with a spotting round.

The resulting probabilities are quasi-combat, that is, representative

of the true combat performance of the weapon to the best degree pos-

sible, since all of the variable quantities considered as affecting

the hit probability are assumed to vary in magnitude as they would

from round to round or from occasion to occasion in a true combat

situation.

The interactions of the sources of error are simplified to the

degree that they are assumed to be independent of each other. For
example, the horizontal error introduced as a result of occasion-to-

occasion variation in weapon cant is assumed to be independent of the

vertical error introduced due to the lot-to-lot variation in muzzle

velocity. In truth, these are not independent) since, as will be

shown, the error due to cant depends on the angles of elevation of the
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two weapons when firing, and these in turn depend on the particular

muzzle velocity of the lot of ammunition being used. Dependences

such as this are second order in their effect on hit probability, and
are best ignored in a method which lends itself to hand computation,

as does the one presented here.

Certain ballistic data regarding both the spotting round and

major caliber round are required, as well as estimates of the stand-
ard deviations of the variation in the identified parameters. Specific-

ally, for standard conditions, the angle of elevation and the time

c~f flight as a function of target range are required, as well as the

sensitivities of the two types of ammunition to changes in range wind,

ballistic coefficient, muzzle velocity, and air density. These sensi-

tivities, presented in the form of unit differential effects (e.g.,

change in impact point resulting from a l-fps change in muzzle velocity),

as well as the angle of elevation and time of flight data are best

obtained by the computation of the pertinent trajectories under both

standard and nonstandard conditions. These trajectory computations

are normally performed in the Ballistic Research Laboratories by the

Artillery and Missile Ballistics Branch of the Computing Laboratory.

Two methods of computing hit probability will be considered.

The first assumes that the spotting-round impact is, from occasion to

occasion, distributed normally over the target, while the second as-

sumes that it is distributed uniformly over the target.

It is also assumed that the weapon system will be re-zeroed when-

ever a new lot of either major caliber or spotting ammunition is

obtained.

The methods presented will be illustrated by a determination of

the hit probabilities for the standard BAT system (Rifle, Recoilless,

106am, M 40, firing shell, HEAT, M544A1, using Spotting Rifle, Caliber

.50 inch, M8, firing Spotter Tracer Bullet M48A1).
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NOMENCLATURE AND TERICNOLOGY

As will become apparent to the reader, the number of quantities

involved in a detailed discussion of the sources of errors inherent

in the overall accuracy of a system of the type under consideration is

so large as to cause considerable difficulty in selecting symbols to

represent them. The following general concepts have been used:

Whenever possible, a symbol suggestive of the quantity represented

has been used. For example, V indicates velocity, t indicates time,

and N indicates number. Also wherever possible, standard notations

are used. For example, A indicates a change in some quantity. Since

two weapons are involved, (major caliber and spotter) and many

quantities apply in type to both weapons but in different magnitude

to each, capital letters (either Greek or English) are used when the

quantity is to apply to the major caliber weapon or ammunition, and

lower case letters (either Greek or English) are used when the

quantity is to apply to the spotting weapon or ammunition. Errors in

the vertical direction or quantities which result in vertical errors

will carry the subscript y, while those associated with horizontal

errors will carry the subscript x.

A complete listing of all symbols, their units, and their defi-

nitions is located at the end of the report.
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TYPES OF ERRORS

In a weapon system of the type under consideration, the sources

of delivery error fall generally into three categories. These are

(1) Fixed Bias Errors
(2) Variable Bias Errors

(3) Random Errors

The fixed bias errors are the trajectory mismatch errors com-

puted under standard conditions. The magnitudes of the fixed bias

errors depend on the range to the target when firing for effect and

also the range at which the system has been zeroed, as well as the

ballistic differences between the major caliber and spotting weapons.

(Zeroing simply means the adjustment of the spotting rifle relative

to the major caliber weapon so as to cause the centers of impact of

groups of rounds fired from each weapon to coincide at some range,

called the zeroing range.) In the vertical plane this bias results

from differences in muzzle velocity, ballistic coefficient and drag

between the spotting round and the major caliber round. In the hori-

zontal plane, it results from the difference in drift between the two

rounds. The fixed bias erroi-s can be thought of as those not varying

from firing occasion to firing occasion or from round to round on a

given firing occasion.

The variable bias errors are those which vary from firing occasion

to firing occasion but remain fixed from round to round on any given

firing occasion. That is to say, they are the errors introduced by

the particular nonstandard conditions prevalent on a given occasion,

which generally vary from occasion to occasion. These include varia-

tions in atmospheric conditions as well as occasion-to-occasion varia-

tion in firing conditions such as the cant of the weapon and the error intro-
duced during the process of zeroing at the last time the weapon was zeroed.

The random errors are those which vary from round to round on a

given occasion. These are composed primarily of round-to-round dif-

ferences in ammunition performance, but also include the effect of

cross wind and range wind gustiness and round-to-round aiming error.
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These sources o,* error will be discussed in a somewhat dif-

ferent order from that in which they wure introduced. The first to

be discussed will be the random errors, and then the variable bias

errors introduced during the zeroing process will be discussed. Then

the remainder of the variable bias errors will be defined, and finally

the fixed bias errors will be introduced. Then all of the errors will

be combined to determine the hit probability on a target.

Random Errors

Horizontal

JuEp. There is a round-to-round variation in the angle at

which the projectile (either major caliber or spotter) departs the

launcher relative to the intended angle of the trajectory. This varia-

tion is called jump variation. It is composed partly of an angular

difference between the projectile axis and the launcher axis at the

instant of the projectile's deparcure from the launcher, and partly

due to the motion of the launcher induced by the forces associated

with the expanding propellant gases and moving projectile. Since

jump Li an angular error, it is expressed in mils. The standard devia-

tion of horizontal jump for the spotting weapon will be denoted a ,

while that for the major caliber weapon will be denoted o x
Jx

Cant Variation. Cant error is the error in placing a wea-

pon in firing position so that its elevating trunions are level. Such

an error caun:es an elevated launcher to point at a horizontally mea-

sured angle different from that .intended. For a ;houlder-fired system

This can' error may vary froi:; round to roinad and so is properly discussed

under r andom error. (For a tripod-ointed system, the cant error will

not vary frosi, rond to round, on a gLwvun occaotion, t•ut will vary frolc

occasion to occasion, and hence vill be discussed under variable tiases.)

The standard deviation in round-uo-rolýnd variation in cant may be dif-

ferent when •evoin, than when firin., for effect. Let Li, and 1CI bedoc
the standard deviations of round-to-round cant variation when zeroing

and when fi-irn• 2or effect, respectively. Then, when zeroing at range

R, A(R ) Und c (R), the standard deviations of horizontal

x C1A i



randwm error due to round-to-round cant variation for the major caliber

and spotting rounds respectively are given by

OxOA (R z) - 1018 .59 tan G(R.) sin a ,lmils.

and a (BI) - 1018.59 tan O(Rz) sin ac, mile.

Then, when firing for effect at a target at range R, a ,A (RRz) and

a (R), the standard deviations of random error due to cant variation

for the major caliber and spotter respectively are given by

Ox (R,RZ z 1018.59 tan [()+ O(R) z t(R] sin act Mile

and 0% a (R) 1018.59 tan (R) sin aC, mils,

where 0(R) + #(Rz) - 0(Rz) is the angle of elevation of the major cali-

ber weapon when firing for effect at range R after zeroing at range R .

Crosswind Gustiness. Crosswind gustiness is the round-to-

round variation in crosswind on a given occasion. Its effect on a

projectile in flight is a random error. If aWG is the standard devia-
x

tion of crosswind gustiness, then a (r) and a (r), the stm.tr:r•
XWG xwg

deviation of horizontal impact error at range r yards for the major

caliber round and spotter respectively, caused by the variation in

wind gustiness, are

a, W(r) = 1WG5 (T(r) - COS9(r)} mils

and a (r) - 1WGX (t(r) - cos..(rw mils,
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where T(r) and t(r) are the times of flight to range r for the major

caliber round and the spotter, respectively; V and v are the muzzle

velocities for the major caliber and spotter rounds respectively, and

0(r) and 0(r) are the angles of launcher elevation above bore sight

required to fire the major caliber and spotter respectively at range

r. Note that the quantity in braces is simply the difference between

the projectile's times of flight in air and in vacuum. The factor

8 provides the conversion from deflection in feet at the target

to a corresponding angular deflection subtended at the launcher.

Aiming Error. In general there will be a round-to-round var-

iation in aiming due to the gunner's inability to hold the sight

recticle on the desired point. If the system is shoulder fired, this

error may be large; if the system is tripod mounted, it may be neglig-

ible. When zeroing, it may be smaller than when firing for effect.

The standard deviation of this aiming error when zeroing will be

denoted alx mils. When firing for effect the standard deviation of

aim error will be denoted mils.

Total Random Error. The total horizontal random error is
the combination of the errors in jump, cant, that due to crosswind gusti-

ness, and aiming. If Rz is the zeroing range, then xRA(R z) and

axRa (RZ ), the total standard deviations of random error when zeroing

for the major caliber and spotter respectively are 6iven by

x [xcA(Rz)] 2 + [xwG(Rz)] 2 x

and" ° (Rz) oI_+_÷ (R) + 01 mils.

When firing for effect at range R after zeroing at range R z, xRA (RR Z)
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and a (R), the total standard deviations of horizontal random

error for the major caliber and spotter respectively are given by

/2 r2 r ~ 2 2, .(RB) -Ia + +a (R,, R) + mils,

and q2 [2
+x a

Vertical

Jum . There is a round-to-round error in vertical jump

similar to that in the horizontal direction. Its standard deviation

will be denoted a j for the spotting weapon and a for the major

caliber weapon.

Range Wind Gustiness. The round-to-round variation in range

wind on a given occasion influences the vertical coordinate of impact

just as was the case with crosswind gustiness and horizontal impact

error. If caWG is the standard deviation in range wind gustiness, and

(..61 and (•) give the vertical change in impact at range r corres-

ponding to a 1 foot per second change in range wind for the major

caliber weapon and spotting weapon respectively, then a G(r) and a (r),~'WGYwg

the standard deviations of impact error at range r due to range wind

gastiness for the major caliber weapon and the spotting weapon respec-

tively are given by

aYwG(r) = aWGy ()r mils and

Sywg (r) = a WG y" (;ýr mils.

The quantities /)A and (1)r are termed "unit differential effects"The ~ W tic/tis r

giving the effect of range wind on the vertical coordinate of impact.
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Ballistic Coefficient Variation. The round-to-round varia-

tion in ballistic coefficient causes a variation in the vertical co-

ordinate of impact. If aB and ab are the standard deviations of bal-

listic coefficient variation for the major caliber ammunition and

spotting ammunition respectively, and and I(Br are the unit

differential effects giving the change in vertical impact co-

ordinate resulting from a 1% change in ballistic coefficient for the

major caliber weapon and spotting weapon respectively, then a yB(r) and

a yb(r), the standard deviations in vertical impact error due to round-

to-round ballistic coefficient variation for the major caliber weapon

and spotting weapon respectively, are given by

aY(r) = ayB (. )r mils and

a (r) = ab (. )r mils.

Within-Lot Muzzle Velocity Variation. The next source of

vertical random error is the variation in muzzle velocity among the

rounds of a given lot of ammunition. Let aVWL and OvwI be the

standard deviations of within-lot muzzle velocity variation for the

major caliber ammunition and the spotting ammunition respectively.

vericalf(I)r and (V)r are the unit differential effects giving the

vertical change in impact point at range r corresponding to a 1-foot-

per-second change in muzzle velocity for the two kinds of ammrunition,

then the standard Aviations in impact error at range r due to muzzle

velocity variation a (r) and a (r) for the major caliber ammuni-
SYVWL Yvwl

tion and the spotting ammunition respectively] are given by

() .1. a . (-)A mils
YVWL R~
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and ,lwi(r) -y q, Milia.

Aiming Error. There is generally a vertical round-to-round

a•aing error similar to the previously described horizontal error.

The standard deviation of this error is denoted ol mile in the zero-

ing situation and aLy mils when firing for effect.

Total Random Error. The total vertical random error is the
combination of errors introduced by jump, range wind gustiness, bal-

listic coefficient variation, within-lot muzzle velocLty variation,
and aiming error. Hence, if Rz is the zeroing range,then a YRA(Rz ) and

CYRa(Rz), the standard deviations of total vertical random error when

zeroing for the major caliber and spotting rounds respectively)are

given by

+ CR)] + [B+ (Ry mils,

and 2  2 2 2

y•(Rz+ ajy, Y,(RZ ] Yb(R7 j Lvw1(R + a, mils.
ic iO Hi 9 ~ y

When firing for effect at range R, the standard deviation of vertical
random error for the major caliber weapon is given by

= 2 +KY )2 [yR)2 + ~wLR)] 2 o2 mlR+++L

a (R) J+y (R + (I (R + a(L + a Mis,

while that for the spotter is given by

a[a(R) 2 y (R 2 + [yb (R 2= +a (R)]2 + mil.
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Variable Bias Errors

Zieroing. The process of zeroing a weapon system of this type

consists of firing a group of rounds from the major caliber weapon and

a group of rounds from the spotting weapon, estimating the separation

of the centers of impact of these two groups, and adjusting the spot-

ting weapon relative to the major caliber weapon so that these two

centers of impact coincide. The range at which these firings take

place is called the zeroing range and is denoted R • There are a num-z

ber of factors which influence the magnitude of the error made in

doing this. For example, the centers of impact of the two groups can-

not be determined exactly from the small number of rounds fired in the

group; the air temperature and hence the propellant temperature of the

ammunition may not be standard, and since the two kinds of ammunition

are affected differently by variation in propellant temperature, an

error is introduced; or the mean muzzle velocities of the lots of

ammunition being used for the zeroing may not be standard, leading to

a zeroing error. Of interest is the standard deviation of error when

firing for effect at range R caused by the error in zeroing at range

Rz. It will be shown that all of the components of zeroing error,

expressed in angular units (mils), are independent of R, (but of course

dependent on Rz) except the error introduced by the non-standard mean

velocities of the lots of ammunition used on a particular zeroing

occasion. This component of error depends on both R and R . Withinz
the framework of these general comments the zeroing error will be

discussed in detail.

Horizontal

Location of Center of Impact. Suppose that in zeroing,

N rounds of major caliber ammunition and n rounds of spotting ammuni-

tion are fired at range Rz. Since these firings are all made on a given

occasion, the distributions of impacts for both weapons can be thought

of as impacts selected at random from distributions having as standard

deviations the previously discussed random errors. For each group

17



of impacts, it is desired to estimate the mean (or center of impict)

of the distribution from which the impacts were selected. Sampling

theory indicates that the best estimate of the mean of the distribu-

tion is the mean of the sample. Hence the best the gunner can do is

assume that the mean impact point as he observes it is really the

center of impact of the population from which the impacts are drawn.

Of course, the sample mean is not always the same as the mean of the

population. Of interest here is to predict (in a probability sense)

the error a gunner makes by assuming that the observed mean is the

same as the center of impact of the population. Again looking at

sampling theory, it is found that the distribution of sample means

has a standard deviation given by , where a is the standard

deviation of the population from which a sample of size k is
examined. Hence, if aM (Rz) and aMx(RZ) are the standard deviations

of the error in assuming the means of the zeroing groups to be the

means of the populations from which the groups are selected, for

the major caliber and spotting weapons respectively, then

aMx(Rz) . a (Rz) mils and

am(Rz) - . a (R z) mils.

Note that the random errors are computed at the specific range R at

which the zeroing is taking place.

Observation of Center of Impact. In addition to the

error in the actual location of the center of impact as described in

the preceding paragraph, there is an error in estimating the mean of

the shot group from the remote firing position. This error should be

of the same magnitude for both the spotter and major caliber weapons,

and its standard deviation be denoted a and its units will be mils.

18



Cant Variation. Cant error is the error in placing a

weapon in firing position so that its elevating trunnions are level.

Such an error causes an elevated launcher to point at a horizontally-

measured angle different from that intended. In general, if y is the

angle of cant and * is the elevation angle of the launcher, the hori-

zontal error e introduced is given by

e = 1018.59 tan $ sin y mils.

Since for a weapon of the type being considered here both launchers

(major caliber and spotter) are rigidly fixed together, wheh one is

canted, so is the other. Let O(Rz) and $(Rz) be the angles of eleva-

tion of the major caliber launcher and spotting round launcher re-

spectively required to fire them to zeroing range Rz. Then the hori-

zontal error in the major caliber impact is given by

el = 1018.59 tan O(R) sin y, while that for the spotter

is given by

£2 = 1018.59 tan $(Rz) sin y.

Since this weapon is employed by firing the spotter until it hits the

target, only the difference between the errors 61 and E2 are of inter-

est. This error is

e1 - e2 = 1018.59 sin 'y [tan 0(R) - tan (Rz)]

If a is the standard deviation of cant error measured from zeroingc
occasion to zeroing occasion, the corresponding standard deviation of

zeroing error, a , is given by
c

x c(Rz) 1018.59 sin a [tan 9(Rz) - tan 0(RzI mils.

Crosswind Variation. The variation in average wind

velocity from zeroing occasion to zeroing occasion introduces a zero-

ing error. In other words, if the system is zeroed on a windy day, it will

not be correctly zeroed for firing on a subsequent calm day. Here again, it is

the difference in impact points introduced by the fact that the spot-

ter reacts differently to a wind than does the major caliber round.
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If aw is the standard deviation of the variation of mean crosswind
X

from zeroing occasion to zeroing occasion, then ax (Rz), the stand-
W

ard deviation of zeroing error caused by this crosswind variation is

given by

ST(R t(R cos vcos

mils

Total Horizontal Zeroing Error. The total horizontal

zeroing error is a combination of all of those errors listed. If the stand-

ard deviation of this error is denoted ax (R), then
z

)(]) / (Hz + + 2 2+ + [ (HzI 2

mils.

This can be interpreted as the standard deviation of error when firing

for effect at range R due to the fact that the zeroing was accomplished

at range Rz. Since ax (Rz) is independent of R, it is a constant
z

(in mils) at all target ranges, but changes only when zeroing range

changes.

Vertical

Location of Center of Impact. As in the case of hori-

zontal zeroing error, there is an error in assuming that the mean of.

the impacts of the zeroing group sample is the same as the center of

impact of the population from which the sample is drawn. It a 1(RZ)

and aM (Rz) are the standard deviations of this error for the major

Y

caliber weapon and the spotting weapon, respectively, then

20



%(R Z YA (R zmils and

am(Rz) (.R. a z mils,

where N and n are the number of major caliber and spotting rounds

respectively, fired during zeroing, and a (Rz) and a (R z) are

the standard deviations of random error for the two weapons at the

zeroing range Rz.

Observation of Center of Impact. There is also a verti-

cal error in estimating the mean of the sample shot group from a

remote firing position. This error should be of the same magnitude

for both the spotter and the major caliber weapons. The standard

deviation of this error is denoted a and its units are mils.
0

Temperature Variation. If the weapon system is zeroed

on an occasion when nonstandard temperature prevails, an error will

be introduced due to the fact that the spotting ammunition reacts

differently from the major caliber ammunition as temperature varies.

(A change in temperature results in a change in velocity which in

turn results in a change in impact point.) Let and w be the

unit differential effects giving the change in muzzle velocity corres-

ponding to a change of 1°F in propellant temperature for the major

caliber and spotting ammunition respectively, and let R and

() be the unit differential effects giving the change in impact

point resulting from a 1 foot per second change in velocity at range
R for the major caliber and spotting ammunition respectively. Then

z
the difference between the impact points of the two rounds at range R

caused by a 10F change in propellant temperature is z

21



If af is the standard deviation of temperature variation from zeroing

occasion to zeroing occasion, then ayf(Rz), the component of zeroing

error due to this temperature variation is given by

Y(R ) - mils.

Range Wind Variation. Corresponding to the horizontal

zeroing error caused by the variation in mean crosswind from zeroing

occasion to zeroing occasion, there is a vertical zeroing error

caused by the variation in mean range wind from zeroing occasion to

zeroing occasion. If and 1•1 are the unit differential

effects giving, at range Rz, the change in vertical impact point

corresponding to a 1 foot per second change in range wind for the

major caliber weapon and spotting weapon respectively, then the dif-

ference between the impact points of the two weapons caused by a 1

foot per second range wind change is [(*11J-zIf a0w is the

standard deviation in mean range wind variation from zeroing occasion

to zeroing occasion, then yw (Rz), the standard deviation in vertical

zeroing error due to the variation in mean range wind from zeroing

occasion to zeroing occasion is given by

a~ ~ (Rz W*/YR - BI mis

Air Density Variation. If the weapon system is zeroed

under conditions of nonstandard air density, an error will be intro-

duced since the spotting round reacts differently from the major

caliber round to changes in air density. If W)R and (I)P are the
WD)Rz I-]R

unit differential effects at range Rz for the major caliber weapon

and the spotting weapon respectively, giving the vertical change in

22



impact point resulting from a 1% change in air density, then the

difference in impact point resulting from the 1% change in air density

is - /bRy If ad is the standard deviation in the

variation of air density from zeroing occasion to zeroing occasion,

then yd (R z), the standard deviation of vertical zeroing error, due to

variation in air density variation from zeroing occasion to zeroing

occasion is given by

( ad * -omls.

Lot-to-Lot Muzzle Velocity Variation. All of the com-

ponents of zeroing error discussed heretofore produce errors which

are constant (when expressed in mils) for all target ranges when

firing for effect, the value of the constant depending on the range

at which the system was zeroed. The lot-to-lot variation in muzzle

velocity for both the spotter and major caliber weapon, however,

produces errors which behave differently. Since it is assumed

that the weapon system is re-zeroed whenever a new lot of either

type of ammunition is acquired, it follows that the system will

never be fired for effect with ammunition from a lot different from

that used for zeroing. Hence the effect of lot-to-lot variation

in muzzle velocity must be zero when firing for effect at the zero-

ing range. In order to determine the effect of nonstandard muzzle

velocity for the spotting weapon, consider the following:

For standard muzzle velocity, let v be that velocity and

O(Rz) be the angle of elevation required to fire the spotter to range

R.. Let V and O(Rz) be the same quantities for the major caliber

weapon. The process of zeroing is simply one of fixing the differ-

ence *(RZ) - $(Rz). Hence #(Rz) - O(Rz) will be the difference be-

tween the angles of elevation of the two weapons when subsequently

firing for effect at any range. In particular, when firing, for

effect at range R, the angle of elevation of the spotter is 0(R),
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and that for the major caliber weapon is O(R) + 1["(Rz)• (Rz)].

But in order for the major caliber weapon to hit the sam.! point

that the spotter has hit (nominally), it should be elevated to an

angle of G(R). Hence the error in the angle of elevation of the

major caliber weapon when firing for effect at range R after zero-

ing at range RZ is

O(R) - #(R) - [0(R) " (Rz)]

If it is assumed that a 1 mil change in angle of elevation results

in a 1 mil change in impact point (which can safely be assumed for

relatively flat trajectory weapons such as are under consideration

here), then

O(R) - 4(R) - [t(RZ) - $(R0

also gives the vertical error present under standard conditions of

spotting rifle muzzle velocity.

Now assume that the spotter has nonstandard muzzle velocity

v + 8v. In order to zero the system at range RZ) a new angle of

elevation $'(Rz) for the spotter will have to be used, and the fixed

bias angle between the launchers on subsequent firings for effect will

be O(Rz) - $'(Rz). Thus, when firing for effect at range R, the

spotting weapon will be elev ted to angle %'(R), and the major cali-

ber weapon to angle V'(R) + O(R) - '(RZ) . Now since the major

caliber should be elevated to angle O(R), the error in aingle of ele-

vation and hence in vertical impact error (expresset in mils) undl

the nonstandard spotter velocity is O(R) - 4'(R) - 10(R) - 0'(Rz)I.

If the error present under the standard velocity condition is subtracted

from this, then6y, the error due solely to the velocity error 6v, is

By = 4(R) - *'(R) - [$(Rz - ''(Rz)
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But $()) s ( 5. MR and

$(R Z) "'(az) - 8v"

where (M r is the unit differential effect at range r giving the

change in spotter impact caused by a 1 foot per second change in

spotter muzzle velocity. Hence

If avi1 is the standard deviation in lot-to-lot muzzle velocity varia-

tion for the spotting ammunition, then -y ,II(RRz), the component

of error caused by the lot-to-lot muzzle velocity variation for the

spotting ammunition is given by

a~ ((., mils.

YO l ) v•C•,--• • q - 11;• z
A very similar argument canbe followed in the case where

the major caliber weapon is fired with nonstandard muzzle velocity,

and a very similar result is obtained. If a YVLL(RRz) is the de-

sired component of error due to lot-to-lot variation in the muzzle

velocity of the major caliber ammunition, and aVLL is the standard

deviation in this lot-to-lot variation, then

av.(R$R AAva 4- A ml s, where (A)r is

the unit differential effect giving the change in major caliber impact

at range r caused by a 1 foot per second change in muzzle velocity

for the major caliber weapon.

Total Vertical Zeroing Error. The total vertical

zeroing error is a combination of all those listed. If the standard
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deviation of total vertical zeroing error is denoted ayz(RRZ), then

ay(nR).) - 1M(E] + [amy(. + 202 + +

2) ~ 2 1 )]2 2+[

(R ( 2 + ( (R + (R,) Rz J mils.

Z) Oy w + IIz J) YLL

This should be interpreted as the standard deviation of error when

firing for effect at range R due to the fact that the zeroing was

accomplished at range Rz. Unlike the horizontal zeroing error, which,

when expressed in mils, is independent of R, this vertical error is

dependent on both R and R •z

Other Variable Bias Errors. The remaining variable bias errors

will be discussed in separate paragrapbs depending on whether they are

horizontal or vertical errors.

Horizontal

Cant Variation. The variation of weapon cant from

occasion to occasion when firing for effect is a source of variable

bias error. Since the major caliber and spotting weapon are

rigidly fixed together at the time of zeroing with an angular separa-

tion depending on the zeroing range Rz, when subsequently fired for

effect at range R, the spotter wl4. be elevated 4o angle O(R), and.

the major caliber to angle 0(R) + [9(Rz) - ,(Rz)I, where O(Rz)-*(RZ)

is the angular separation fixed at zeroing. Then, following the

same development that was described in the section on the zeroing

error introduced by variation in cant from zeroing occasion to zero-

ing occasiona xc(RRz), the horizontal variable bias error introduced

by the occasion-to-occasion cant variation when firing for effect

is given by

a )- 1018.59 sin aItan 10 (R) + [t(Rz 40( 1 Z tan O(R)
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mils, where a. is the standard deviation of occasion-to-occasion

variation in cant when firing for effect. But, for any angles a

and 1,

tana- tan it (a- 1) r+ tan a tan P

For small angles a and 0, tan a tan 0 is very small, and negligible

error is introduced by letting tan (a-P) = tan a - tan P. Hence

a (RRz) = 1018.59 sin aC tan [I(Rz) - $(Rz)] mils,

since all of the angles of elevation will be relatively small. Thus
the effect of occasion-to-occasion cant variation depends only on
the zeroing range.

Crosswind Variation. Let aWý be the standard devia-

tion of the variation in mean crosswind from occasion to occasion. Then,

since both the major caliber and spotting projectile will be sub-

jected to the same mean crosswind on a given occasion, only the dif-
ference between the errors of the two rounds is of interest. If

a Xw(R) is the standard deviation of variable bias error at range R

due to occasion-to-occasion crosswind variation, then

a (R) = 8 aW T(R) - t(R) - 3 o ) v o1

XW3- x [-cl- Ivcs$R

mils, where T(R), V and O(R) are the time of flight, muzzle velocity,

and angle of elevation respectively for the major caliber weapon,

and t(R), v, and 4(R) are the same quantities for the spotting weapon.

Total Horizontal Variable Bias Error. The total hori-

zontal variable bias error is the combination of the errors introduced

during zeroing and the errors due to cant variation and mean crosswind varia-

tion from occasion to occasion. Thus if a xVB(RORz) is the standard
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deviation of total horizontal variable bias,

a( R,R,) + + Milm .

Vertical
Temperature Variation. The variation in temperature

from occasion to occasion produces an occasion-to-occasion varia-

tion in velocity for both the spotting ammunition and the major

caliber ammunition. Since the two have different sensitivity to

temperature change, there will be a variable bias error introduced

equal to the difference between the effects of temperature change

on the impact position of the two kinds of rounds. If and

are the unit differential effects giving the change in velocity re-

sulting from a 1F change in temperature for the major caliber and

spotting ammunition respectively, and (V)16 and IR are the unit

differential effects giving the change in impact point at range R

resulting from a 1 foot per second change in velocity for the same

weapons, respectively, then the change in impact at range R for the

major caliber weapon due to a 10 change in temperature is (A)(•V)R

and for the spotting weapon is ()I()R. Hence the variable bias

error introduced as a result of a 1 F temperature change is

If aF is the standard deviation of temperature variation from occa-

sion to occasion when firing for effect, then a yF(R), the standard

deviation of variable bias error due to occasion-to-occasion tempera-

ture variation is given by

a (R) = oF" miAls.
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Air Density Variation. The variation in air density

from occasion to occasion when firing for effect causes a variable

bias error since the major caliber ammunition and the spotting ammu-

nition react differently to the same change in air density. If -i'A

and M R are the unit differential effects giving the change in

impact point at range R corresponding to a 1% change in air density,

then the variable bias error resulting from a 1% change in air density

is [(R - (If ais the standard deviation of occasion-to-

occasion variation in air density, then a y(R), the standard devia-

tion of variable bias error due to air density variation is given by

a~ ~ ~ (R)- V% j mils.

Range Wind Variation. The final component of vertical

variable bias error is the effect of occasion-to-occasion variation

in mean range wind. Let aW be the standard deviation of the varia-
y

tion in mean range wind from occasion to occasion when firing for

effect, and let (1)R and (•)R be the unit differential effects

giving the change in impact point due to a 1 foot per second change

in range wind for the major caliber weapon and spotting weapon, re-

spectively. Then a Cyw(R), the standard deviation of variable error

due to the wind variation is given by

ay(R) - mils.

Total Vertical Variable Bias Error. The total vertical

variable bias error is the combination of the errors introduced during

zeroing and those resulting from occasion-to-occasion variation in

temperature, air density, and range wind. Hence, if a YvB(R,R z) is

the standard deviation of total variable bias when firing for effect
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at range R after zeroing at range R z, then

2 222

0 /+ (R,) a r(R ]2 + [ + (R ils.

Fixed Bias Errors

Horizontal

Drift. The difference between the drift of the major cali-

ber weapon and that of the spotting weapon is the source of a fixed

bias error. Since the zeroing process removes all fixed bias errors

at the zeroing range, the error due to drift difference must be zero

when firing for effect at the zeroing range. Let XD(r) mils and Xd(r)

mils be the amount of drift at range r associated with the major

caliber weapon and spotting weapon respectively. When zeroing at

range Rz, the major caliber weapon will be fired at angle -XD(Rz)

from line of sight, and the spotter will be fired at angle -Xd(Rz)

from the line of sight in order that the two projectiles will "drift"

onto the zeroing target. Then Xd(Rz) - XD(Rz) will be the fixed

angular separation of the two launchers on subsequent firings for

effect. When firing for effect at range R, the spotting weapon will

be aimed at angle -Xd(R) from line of sight to target so that it will

drift onto the target. At ris time the mlor caliber weapon will

be aimed at angle -Xd(R) + lXd(Rz) - XD(RZ)j from line of sight. But

at range R the amount of major caliber drift is XD(R). Therefore

xD(R,Rz), the fixed bias horizontal error due to drift difference is

given by

ý)('.,R- x(R) - [XD (R) -Xd' [D Rz X d(Rz )] mils.

Parallax. The distance by which the bore line of the

spotting weapon and the bore line of the major caliber weapon are

separated is called parallax, and is the source of a fixed bias error.

If the spotting weapon is mounted with its bore line PX inches to
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the right of the bore line of the major caliber weapon, as viewed

by the gunner, then the error at range R when firing for effect

caused by this separation is

PX z - i1 inches, where R is the range at which thePX L[ .1 z

system is zeroed. (If the spotter is mounted to the left of the

major caliber, PX will be negative.) Expressed in mils at range R,

this error, XP(RRz) is given by

=pRRz 28.29 PX R. mils.

Total Horizontal Fixed Bias. The total horizontal fixed

bias error is the algebraic sum of the errors due to drift and

parallax. Hence, if X(R,Rz) is the total error,

R(R, Rz) = %(R,-Rz) + 3(R,Rz) mils.

Vertical

Trajectory Mismatch. One component of vertical fixed bias

error results from trajectory mismatch. Again this error must be

zero at the zeroing range R since the zeroing process removes allz
fixed biases. During zeroing, the spotter is elevated to angle

0(Rz) and the major caliber weapon to angle O(Rz), so that the angle

between them is *(Rz) - O(Rz) mils. The two weapons are then rigidly

attached together, maintaining this angular separation. Subsequently,

when firing for effect at range R, spotting rounds are fired until

one hits the target, that is, until the spotter is elevated to angle

0(R). At this point the major caliber is fired at elevation

CR) +E0(Rz) - 0(Rz)]. But when firing at range R it should be

elevated only to angle O(R). Hence the major caliber weapon is
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elevated #(R) + (R)- s(Rz]- O(R) above what is required. But

it can be assumed, for relatively flat trajectory weapons of the

type being considered that a 1 .il change in angle of elevation

results in a 1 mil change in impact point. Thus YTM(R,Rz), the verti-

cal fixed bias error due to trajectory mismatch, is given by

Y~RPR ) - [(R) - O(R)] +[O(R 5) - $(R,) ie

Parallax. If the spotting weapon is mounted above or

below the major caliber weapon, there will be a vertical fixed bias

error resulting from this parallax. Let Py inches be the vertical

distance between the bore lines of the two weapons, with positive

P denoting the spotter being mounted above the major caliber. Then

the vertical fixed bias error, YP,(RR z ), resulting from this paral-

lax when firing for effect at range R after zeroing at range Rz is

given by

YP(RRz) = 28.29 Py [~z- .] mils.

Total Vertical Fixed Bias. The total vertical fixed bias

error, Y(RRz), is the algebraic sum of the errors due to trajectory

mismatch and parallax. Thus

(RRz = YTM(R,Rz) + YP(R,Rz) mils.

FIRST ROUND HIT PROBABILITY

The foregoing has been a discussion of all of the errors which

can cause the first major-caliber round to miss the target after a

spotting round has hit the target, except the error whose distribu-

tion describes the position of the spotting-round hit on the target.

Two different assumptions will be made, and the associated first

major-round hit probabilities will be given. The target will be

rectangular of width W(R) mils and height H(R) mils. Of course the



probability of hit will be expressed as a product of two probabilities,

one being the horizontal hit probability and the other being the ver-

tical hit probability.

It will first be assumed that the distribution of spotting-round

hits from occasion to occasion is normal. Then since + 3 standard

deviations in a normal distribution encompass essentially the whole

population, the standard deviation of the spotting impact is taken

as g-!(or -r-). Now since it is assumed that all of the previously

discussed error distributions are normal, the resulting distribution

of first major-caliber impacts will be normal. In the horizontal,

the mean of the impact distribution measured from the target center

as origin will be Y(RRz), the total horizontal fixed bias, and the

variance of the distribution will be the sum of the variances of

horizontal random error, horizontal variable bias, and spotting

impact error. Thus, if px(RRz) is the horizontal hit probability

at range R after having zeroed at range Rz, then

HLR) 2
2 r~-Y(.

p=(RR,) e dxR

2

where

= [+ [R(R + (R ]+ 2
lx 1xAI I 1V

This probability can be rewritten
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P,((R.2 -Z _(RR Z) - ( "
Pý(RRz) a X (-Rp---- ~R-Ju

X t 2

where a(x) e 7 dt, the cumulative normal distribution,

a table of which is included in Table 1.

The vertical hit probability is computed in exactly the same

manner. Thus p (RRz) the vertical hit probability for the first

major-caliber round after achieving a spotting-round hit on a target

at range R is

py(R,Rz) a Z =y(RRR) Z)
a y (R')a ,RZ)

where

:(RRz J [y (R] + (R + (R, R(], 2 + .J UL J 2

The probability of hitting the target, PH(R,Rz), is then the product

of the probabilities of horizontal and vertical hit. Hence

PH(RRz) = Px(R,Rz) . py(RR z).

If it is assumed that the distribution of spotting round hits

on the target is uniform random rather than normal, a different prob-

ability of hit will be obtained. In BRL Memorandum Report 636, "On

Estimating Probabilities of Hitting for the Battalion Anti-Tank Weapon",
it was shown that the horizontal first round hit probability,
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pt (R.R~) is given by

PXI(ROR) ~(X~a~4)+[+~EfI -2pcg(p) + (O+X) + 8(0-%~) 2p

where X W(R

a, + F(R-z]

az(x) J- fjLie T dt,

X2

and O

The function O(X) is the normal densiVr function and is given in

tabular form in Table 2.

Similarly plCR,R ) is given by

py'(R,]R,) I- fCO~ Ii cx )-I') + [+X] cg~'+X') -2pla(pl) +

O('X)+ e(B'-X') -ep

where X H(R)

0;(R,R Z
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TAMLE 1

CUUATIVE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION

a(x) fJ-1e e d dt a(-x) - 1-Q(x)

x 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.o9

0.0 .5000 .5040 .5080 .5120 .5160 .5199 .5239 .5279 .5319 .5359
0.1 .5398 .5438 .5478 .5517 .5557 .5596 .5636 .5675 .5714 .5753
0.2 .5793 .5832 .5871 .5910 .5948 .5987 .6oe6 .6064 .6103 .6141

0.3 .6179 .6217 .6255 .6293 .6331 .6368 .6406 .6&43 .6480 .6517
0.4 .6554 .6591 .6628 .6664 .6700 .6736 .6772 .6808 .6844 .6879

0.5 .6915 .6950 .6985 .7019 .7054 .7088 .7123 .7157 .7190 .7224

0.6 .7257 .7291 .7324 .7357 .7389 .7422 .7454 .7486 .7517 .7549

0.7 .7580 .7611 .7642 .7673 .7704 .7734 .7764 .7794 .7823 .7852
0.8 .7881 .7910 .7939 .7967 .7995 .8023 .8051 .8078 .8106 .8133
0.9 .8159 .8186 .8212 .8238 .8264 .8289 .8315 .8340 .8365 .8389

1.0 .8413 .8438 .8461 .8485 .8508 .8531 .8554 .8W77 .8599 .8621

1.1 .8643 .8665 .8686 .8708 .8729 .8749 .8770 .8790 .8810 .88)o

1.2 .8849 . .8888 .8907 .8925 .8944 .8962 .8980 .8997 .9015

1.3 .9032 .9049 .9o66 .9082 .9099 .9115 .9131 .9147 .9162 .9177
1.4 .9192 .9207 .9222 .9236 .9251 .9265 .9279 .9292 .93o6 .9319

1.5 .9352 .934,) .9357 .9370 .9382 .9394 .9406 .9418 .9b29 .9441

1.6 .9452 .9463 .9474 .9484 .9495 .9505 .9515 .9525 .9535 .9545

1.7 .9554 .9564 .9573 .9582 .9591 .9599 .96o8 .9616 .9625 .9633

1.8 .9641 .9649 .9656 .9664 .9671 .9678 .9686 .9693 .9699 .9706
1.9 .9713 .9719 .9726 .9732 .9738 .9744 .9750 .9756 .9761 .9767

2.0 .9772 .9778 .9783 .9788 .9793 .9798 .9803 .9808 .9812 .9317
2.1 .9821 .9826 .9830 .9834 .9838 .9842 .98:6 .9850 .9854 .9857
,_.2 .9861 .9864 ,9868 .9871 .9875 .9878 .9881 .9884 .9887 .9890
2.3 .9893 .9896 .9898 .9901 .990g4 .9906 .9909 .9911 .9915 .99A6

2.4 .9918 .9920 .9922 .9925 .9927 .9929 .9931 .9932 .9934 .9936

2.5 .9938 .9940 .9941 .9943 .9945, .9946 .9948 .9949 .99%I ,9952

2.6 .9953 .9955 .9956 .99W7 .9959 .9960 .9961 , .9965 .9,.36,
2.7 .9965 .9966 .9967 .9968 .9969 .9970 .9971 .9972 .9973 .9974
•.8 .9974 .9975 .9976 .9977 .9977 .9978 .9979 .9979 .9980 .9981

!.9 .9981 .9982 .9982 .9983 .9984 .9984 .9985 .9985 .9986 .9986

5,.0 .9987 .9987 .9987 .9988 .9988 .9989 .9989 .9989 .9990 .9990
5.1 .9990 .9991 .9991 .9991 .9992 .9992 .9992 .9992 W9993 09993
-).2 .9993 .9993 .9994 .9994 .9994 .9994 .9994 .9995 .9995 .9995
9.3 .9995 .9995 .9995 .9996 .9996 .9996 .9996 .9996 .9996 .999'
3.4 .9997 .9997 .9997 .9997 .9997 .9997 .9997 .9997 .9997 .9993

5.5 .9998 .9998 .9998 .9998 .9998 .9998 .9998 .9998 .9998 .9998

:i. 6 .9998 .9998 .9999 .9999 .9999 .9999 .9999 .9999 .9999 .9999
,7 .9999 .9999 .9999 .9999 .9999 .9999 .9999 .9999 .9999 .9999

0. .9999 .9999 .9999 .9999 .9999 .9999 .9999 .9999 .9999 .9999
,.- 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
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TABLE 2
NtMAL DEN5ITY FUNCTION

X2

(x)• e(-x) - e(x)

x 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 o.o4 0.05 0.06 0.07 ... 8 0.09

0.0 .3989 .3989 .3989 .3988 .3986 .3984 .39A2 .3980 .3977 .3973
0.1 .3970 .3965 3961 .3956 :3951 :3945 .3939 .3932 .3925 .3918
0.2 .3910 .3902 .3894 .3885 .3876 .3867 .3857 .3847 .3836 .325
0.3 .3814 .3802 .3790 .3778 .3765 .3752 .3739 .3725 .3712 .3697
o.4 .3683 .3668 .3653 .3637 .3621 .3605 .3589 .3572 .3555 .3538

0.5 .3521 .3503 .3485 .3467 .3448 .3429 .3410 .3391 .3372 .3352
0.6 .3332 .3312 .3292 .3271 .3251 .3230 .3209 .3187 .3166 .3144
0.7 .3123 .3101 .3079 .3056 .3034 .3011 .2989 .2966 .2943 .2920
0.8 .2897 .2874 .2850 .2827 .2803 .2780 .2756 .2732 .2709 .268ý
0.9 .2661 .2637 .2613 .2589 .2565 .2541 .2516 .2492 .2468 .2444

1.0 .2420 .2396 .2371 .2347 .2323 .2299 .2275 .2251 .2227 .2203
1.1 .2179 .2155 .2131 .2107 .2083 .2059 .2o036 .2012 .1989 .1965
1.2 .1942 .1919 .1895 .1872 .1849 .1826 .1804 .1781 .175& .1736
1.3 .1714 .1691 .1669 .1647 .1626 .1604 .1582 .1561 .1539 .1518
1.4 .1497 .1476 .1456 .1435 .1415 .1394 .1374 .1354 .1334 .1315

1.5 .1295 .1276 .1257 .1238 .1219 .1200 .1182 .1163 .1145 .1127
1.6 .1109 .1092 .1074 .1057 .1040 .1023 .l06 .o98 .0973 .0957
1.7 .o94o .0925 .0909 0893 .o878 .o863 .o848 o833 .0818 .0804
1.8 .0790 .0775 .o761 .0748 .0734 .0721 .0707 .0694 .0681 .0669
1.9 ,o656 .0644 o0632 o62o .o608 o0596 .0584 .0573 .o562 .0551

2.0 .0540 .0529 .0519 .o0o8 .o498 .0488 .0478 .o468 o459 .o449
2.1 .0440 .0431 .0422 .0413 .0404 .0396 .0o387 .0379 .0371 .0363
2.2 .0355 .0347 .0339 .0332 .0325 .0317 .0310 .0303 .0297 .0290
2.3 .0283 .0277 WO70 .0264 .0258 .0252 .0246 .0241 .0235 .0229
ý2.4 .0224 .0219 .0213 .0208 .0203 .0198 .0194 .0189 .0184 .0180

2.5 .0175 .0171 .0167 .o063 .0158 .0154 .0151 .0147 .0143 .0139
2.6 .01o36 .0132 .0129 .0126 .0122 .0119 .0116 .0113 .0110 .0107
2.7 .0104 .0101 .0099 .0096 .0093 .0091 .00EP .0086 .0084 .0081
2.S .0079 .0077 .0075 .0073 .0071 .0069 .0067 .0065 .0063 .0061
2.9 .0060 .0058 .0056 .0055 .0053 .0051 .0050 .0048 .0047 .0o46

3.0 .0044 .0043 .0042 .004) .0039 .00o38 .0037 .0036 .0035 .0034
3.1 .0033 .0032 .0031 .0030 .0029 .oo28 .0027 .0026 .0025 .0025
3.2 .0024 .0023 .0022 .0022 .0021 .0020 .0020 .0019 .0018 .oo18
3.3 .0017 .0017 .oo16 .oo16 .0015 .0015 .oo14 .ool4 .0013 .0013
5.4 .0012 .0012 .0012 .0011 .0011 .0010 .0010 .0010 .0009 .0009

3.5 .0009 .0008 .o008 .0008 .0008 .0007 .0007 .0007 .0007 .0006
3.6 .0006 .0006 .ooo6 .0005 .0005 .ooo5 .0005 .0005 .0005 .ooo4
3.7 .0004 .000o4 .0004 .0004 .0004 .0004 .0003 .0003 .0003 .0003
3.8 .0003 .0003 .0003 .0003 .0003 .0002 .0002 .0002 .0002 .0002
3.9 .0002 .0002 .0002 .0002 .0002 .0002 .0002 .0002 .0001 .0001

4.0 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001
4.1 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001
4.2 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0000 .0000 .oxx)
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[[ c(R + Ra +IIjyVB -

and the functions a(x) and e(x) are defined as before. Then the

probability of hit, pA(R,Rz) is given by

p H ( R ,R z) =•x( R % Py(mR , ).

EVALUATION OF 106MK RECOILLESS RIFLE SYTM (BAT)

As an example of the application of the methods presented hero'in,

the BAT weapon system will be evaluated to determine the 1i11-t round

hit probability against the standard 7 1/2 foot by 7 1/2 loot tay L t.

As part of the investigation, the optimum zeroing range will bo deLur-

mined. Specifically the system being evaluated is the Rif'le, lecoil-

less, lo 6mm, M40, firing Shell, HEAT, M344AI, using Spottingi Bifle,

Caliber .50 inch, M8, firing Spotter Tracer Bullet M48A1. Table

lists the nominal muzzle velocities, the angles of elevation, and the

times of flight for the two rounds.

TABLE 3

FIRING DATA FOR M544A1 and M43A1

A IL
M544A1 M4?A].

r V = 1 60 frps V =: 1(6'
Range in - (r) r) T 0(r) t(7)
Yards (mils) (seconds) (111ilo) eoiii

200 5.7(9 ) -M Y • 9o • •

400 7.979 .783 y .(/
600 12.610 1.221 11i 6-L I ý0)
800 17.754 1.695 16.P(0 I .u()

1000 23.488 2.205 '2. 5, 191
1200 29.895 2.757 29.099 (;.i',5
1400 36.992 5.541 5)6.A 'A4
1600 44.775 5.956 41.556
1800 53.224 4.598 !2.901
2000 62. W2 5.269 62.056 5.257

Tables 4 and 5 list the unit differential ei''cct,; for l ht( M5114A1

and M48 A1 respectively.



TABLE 4

UNIT DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTS - M344A1

Ballistic Muzzle Air
Range Wind Coefficient Velocity Density

Rag in (M ~ 1)1r (iv) r (2T)r

Yards mils/fps mils/% mils/fps mils/%

200 .000 .000 .005 .002
400 .001 .000 .010 .oo8
600 .002 .010 .ol6 .021
800 .oo4 .o34 .022 .040

1000 .006 .059 .029 .068
1200 .0o11 .093 .037 .105
1400 .016 .132 .046 .149
1600 .024 .175 .054 .200
1800 .034 .225 .062 .256
2000 .046 .284 .070 .315

AV
Propellant Temperature : 2 265 fps/°F

TABLE 5

UNIT DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTS - M48A1

Ballistic Muzzle Air
Range Wind Coefficient Velocity Density

Range in (•)r (•)r ( )r (I)r
Yards mils/fps mils/% mils/fps mils/%

200 .000 .000 .005 .002
4oo .001 .002 .008 .008
6oo .002 .017 .010 .052
800 .005 .028 .012 .054
1000 .010 .072 .020 .083
1200 .017 .108 .030 .121
1400 .024 .151 .o38 .164
16oo .055 .196 .045 .212
1800 .o46 .242 .051 .262
2000 .060 .290 .056 .310

Propellant Temperature: F = 1.16 fps/°F
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The specific values of the components of random error are listed

in Table 6 for the two weapons

TABLE 6
COMPONENS O RANDOM ERROR

M344Al M46AI

Ballistic Coefficient CB = 1% ab = 1%

Within-Lot Muzzle
Velocity Variation UVWL = 7.82 fps avw1 12 fps

Horizontal Jump a = .598 a = .273 0
= •jy

Vertical Jump aj y .5 6 6  a = .227 0

Cantg Error =s a , = O. f Is

Aiming Error a• = l = L = L =
y x y

Cross Wind Gustiness aWGx 3.3 fps

Table 7 summarizes the computation of the horizontal random errors,

and Table 8 summarizes the computation of the vertical random errors

in accordance with the formulas presented earlier in this report.

Since all aiming errors are assumed to be zero for this tripod

mounted system, the ranges r in Tables 7 and 8 can be interpreted as

either zeroing range, Rz, or range to target when firing for effect,

R, whichever applies at the time random error is being considered.
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TABLE 7

COMPUTATION OF HORIZONTAL RANDOM ERROR

M4dA _ M344A _

r R R Crosswind Crosswind
or Rz Jump Gustiness Total Jump Gustiness Total

Yard.) ')a () (r) a(r)

200 .273 .o96 .28939 .598 .073 .6o244
400 .273 .198 .33724 .598 .158 .61852
600 .273 .310 .141307 .598 .244 .64586
800 .273 .426 .50597 .598 .333 .68447

1000 .273 .548 .61224 .598 .432 .73772
1200 .273 .663 .71701 .598 .535 .80239
1400 .273 .769 .81602 .598 .637 .87371
1600 .273 .861 .90324 .598 .733 .94599
18oo .273 .950 .98845 .598 .822 1.o1651
2000 .273 1.033 i.o6847 .598 .911 1.08974
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OOMI'rlNATION O1. \'I.TI•TCA., ikANIUM', iMol,;lO

r = R_ _ M4.Aj
R01'.ý Ic R:iugv w.ind WiLi Li Lo(

jiu,, '.fout'l' I,,, VcIo y

0 ° 0 a (I') a (,.) 0 L, (U)(y da __"______, _ _ Y,,____ _ 'W',I,. " V'

2 O0 ... 27 .000 .000 . 000.

400 221" .0OO2 .003 .%• . ",:,.
.22r .017 00. .Ik) * 10+

600 .2.2-( .028 .01 .0". (0•

1000 .227 .072 .053 .2140 .

1200 .227 .108 .056 .560 .)4 ,01

1400 .227 .151 .0(9 .*)56 .59w

1000 .22( .196 .i .5I0 .540
1600 .22} .424,2 .15,2.l, •'. D,

2000 .227 .290 .191) .'.

M344A _

Ballistic aiange Wind Within Lot

or R • JJunp Coe ft'icient Gust ine;u Veloc ity VW . 1",.,tI
z a (r) 0 a (,) 0 (") (.)

(Yards) Y _W _ YVWT hA

200 .566 .000 .000 .05 .5o 1,0

4oo .566 .WOO .005 .0(1

6oo .5o6 .010 .Joy .12,.

800 .566 .5), .015 .1(, .,r '.'

1000 .566 .059 .020 .2.7

1200 .566 .095 .03u .;25. .u* ,

1h0o .566 .15' .05.5 .5. ,

.I OO .566 .1(5 .0(9 . .

1i10O .566 .225 .11,' .165 .

,0.566 .26h .54



These random errors are now used as a basis for the determina-

tion of the error introduced in zeroing. The values of the components

of zeroing error are listed in Table 9.

TABE 9
COMPONENTS OF ZEROING ERROP

______________M
118A1 M34'1A1

Number of Bounds Fired n = 5 N . 3

Lot-to-Lot Muzzle
Velocity Variation avll = 13.7 fps aVLL = 13.Z2 fps

Cant Variation ac 44

Temperature Variation af =16.12F

Air Density Variation ad =6

Mean Crosswind Variation aw = 11 fps
x

w
Mean Range Wind Variation a w 311 fps

y
Observation of Center of Impact a a .05

ox O

The horizontal variable bias error introduced during zeroing
depends only on the zeroing range, while the vertical variable bias

error introduced during zeroing depends both on the zeroing range

and the range to the target when firing for effect. Table 10 sum-

marizes the computation of the horizontal zeroing error, and Table

1i summrizes the computation of that portion of vertical zeroing

error which depends only on zeroing range, i.e., all components except

that due to lot-to-lot muzzle velocity variation, which will be

computed subsequently.
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Table 12 summarizes the components of vertical zeroing error

resulting from lot-to-lot muzzle velocity variation. The first entry

in each box gives the effect for the spotter, while the second entry

gives it for the major caliber ammunition.

TABLE 12

COMPONENTS OF ZEROING ERROR DUE TO LOT-TO-LOT
MUZZLE VELOCITY VARIATION

First Entry in Each Box - a V (R,, Rz) {M48A1)

Second Entry in Each Box - a 0 L(R' R Z) {M344A1)

Rz (Yards)

(Yards) 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 16oo 1800 2000

200 .000 .041 .068 .096 .206 .342 .452 .548 .63o .699
.O00 .066 .146 .225 .3i8 .424 .543 .649 .755 .861

400 .041 .0o0 .027 .055 .164 .301 .411 .507 .589 .658
.066 .ooo .080 .159 .252 .358 .477 .583 .689 .795

600 .x68 .027 .000 .027 .137 .274 .38k .48o .562 .630
.146 .080 .ooo .080 .172 .278 .398 .504 .610 .716

800 .096 .055 .027 .000 .110 .247 .356 .452 .534 .603
.225 .159 .080 .000 .093 .199 .318 .424 .530 .636

1000 .206 .164 .137 .11o .000 .137 .247 .343 .425 .493
.318 .252 .172 .093 .o00 .l06 .225 .331 .437 .543

1200 .342 .301 .274 .247 .137 .000 .110 .2o6 .288 .356
.424 .358 .278 .199 .Io6 .o0o .119 .225 .531 .437

14oo .452 .411 .384 .556 .247 .110 .ooo .o96 .178 .247
.543 .477 .398 .318 .225 .119 .000 .1o6 .212 .318

1600 .548 .507 .480 .452 .343 .206 .o)6 .000 .082 .154.
.649 .583 .504 .424 .331 .225 .lo6 .ooo .106 .212

1800 .630 .589 .562 .534 .425 .288 .178 .082 .0o0 .o68
.755 .689 .610 .530 .437 .331 .212 .106 .000 .106

2000 .699 .658 .630 .603 .493 3561 .247 .151 .68 .owo

.861 .795 .716 .636 .543 .437 .318 .212 .106 .000

The data in Tables 11 and 12 are then combined to give the total

vertical zeroing error. These are shown in Table 13.
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TABLE 14
COMMENTS OF VARIABLE BIAS

Cant Variation ac 9

Mean Crosswind aw = 11 fps
Variation x

Mean Range Wind aw = 11 fps
Variation y

Temperature Variation ao - 8.1°F

Air Density Variation aD = 2$

The total variable bias errors can now be computed. In the

horizontal direction, this error includes the zeroing error and the

errors due to cant variation and mean crosswind variation. The

total horizontal variable bias error will be a function of both the

zeroing range (Rz) and the range to the target when firing for effect,

since the zeroing error and cant error depend only on zeroing range

while the error due to crosswind variation depends only on range to

the target. Table 15 shows the errors due to cant variation and those

due to crosswind variation.

TABLE 15

VARIABLE BIAS ERROR DUE TO CANT
VARIATION AND MEAN CROSSW3ND VARIATION

Cant Crosswind

Rz(R, RZ R

(Yards) (mils) (Yards) (mils)

200 .036 200 .077
400 .o65 4oo .132
600 .083 600 .220
8oo .090 800 .3o8

1000 .085 1000 .585
1200 .071 1200 .429
14oo .054 1400 .44o
16oo .039 16oo .429
1800 .029 1800 .429
2000 .025 2000 .407
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The data from Tables 10 and 15 can now be combined to give

values for a (Rj, R), the total horizontal variable bias error
xVB

at range R after zeroing at range R • These values are given in

Table 16.

TABLE 16

TOTAL HOIZONTAL VARIABLE BIAS ERROR a xVB(R, RZ)

R R z (Yards)i

Yards 200 400 600 8W 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000

200 .395 .429 .491 .568 .652 .720 .772 .811 .858 .895
400 .410 .442 .503 .578 .66o .728 .779 .818 .865 .902
600 .446 .476 .533 .605 .683 .749 .799 .837 .882 .919
800 .495 .522 .575 .642 .717 .779 .827 .864 .908 .944

1000 .546 .571 .619 .682 .753 .813 .859 .895 .937 .971
1200 .578 .602 .648 .708 .776 .835 .880 .914 .956 .990
1400 .586 .610 .655 .715 .783 .840 .885 .920 .961 .995
1600 .578 .6o2 .648 .708 .776 .835 .880 .914 .956 .990
1800 .578 .602 .648 .708 .776 .835 .88o .914 .956 .990
2000 .562 .586 .633 .695 .764 .824 .869 .904 .946 .980

The total vertical variable bias error is a combination of the
vertical zeroing error and the errors due to occasion-to-occasion

variations in temperature, air density and mean range wind. These

latter three standard deviations are shown as a function of target

range in Table 17. These are then combined with the vertical zero-

ing error shown in Table 13 to give the total vertical variable bias

error, VB(R• Rz), which is tabulated in Table 18.
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TABLE 17

VARIABLE BIAS ERRSRS DUE TO TFIATJREj,
AIR D.NSITYO AND RANGE WIND

R Temperature Air Density Range Wind

(yards) oF(R) aD(R) "Yw(R)

200 .o36 .000 .000
400 .054 .000 .000

600 .060 .022 .000
800 .066 .028 .011

1ooo .126 .030 .044
1200 .202 .032 .o66

1400 .258 .030 .088

16oo .307 .o24 .099
1800 .347 .012 .132

2000 .376 .010 .154
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The horizontal fixed bias error results from the difference in

drift between the spotter and major caliber weapons and the horizontal

parallax. Since only a spinning projectile drifts, and the M344A1

is fin stabilized, its drift is zero. Also the horizontal parallax

is zero since the spotting rifle is mounted directly above the major

caliber rifle. The components of fixed bias errors are summarized

in Table 19.

TABLE 19

CCMPONENTS O FIXED BIAS

Parallax

Horizontal PX = 0
Vertical Py = 4.71 inches

Drift

I4 4A1 XD(r) = 0

4o8A1 Xd(r) = .00033 r

Angles of Elevation See Table 3

The total horizontal fixed bias 7 (R, R ), which in this case

is the same as •(R, Rz), the fixed bias due to drift difference,

is shown in Table 20.

The computation of the vertical fixed bias errors are summarized

in Table 21. Shown are the error due to trajectory mismatch,

parallax, and the total error.
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Before computations of hit probability can be carried out, the

target dimensions must be expressed in mils. Since the target is a

square 7 1/2 feet on a side,

W(R) = H(R) -75 (1018.59) 2546.475 fils.5 R R mis

Table 22 lists W(R) - H(R) as a function of R.

TAME 22

TARGET DIMENSIONS IN MILS

R H(R) = W(R)
(Yards) (mils)

200 12.732
400 6.366
600 4.244
8o0 3.183

1000 2.546
1200 2.122
1400 1.819
1600 1.592
18oo 1.415
2000 1.273

The random errors listed in Tables 7 and 8, the variable biases

listed in Tables 16 and 18, the fixed biases listed in Tables 20

and 21, and the target dimensions in Table 22 are sufficient to com-

pute the first round hit probabilities for both the situation where

the spotting round impact is normally distributed and that where it

is uniformly distributed. The results of these computations are

shown in Figures 1 and 2 for normally distributed spotter and uni-

formly distributed spotter respectively. As can be seen, the prob-

abilities depend strongly on the zeroing range, the target range,

and on the assumption as to the distribution of spotter impact.

It is not known which assumption more nearly describes the real situa-

tion. It is felthowever, that at short ranges, where the first

round hit probability for the spotter is high, the assumption of

normal distribution of spotter impact is more realistic. At long

range, where the spotter hits the target only after a series of

misses and corrections, the distribution of hits would probably be more
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nearly uniform. Thus if it desired to select a zeroing range which

maximizes the range at which the hit probability is at least .75, this

selection should probably be made from Figure 1, since the desired

range is relatively small (between 500 and 800 yards) and hence the

assumption of a normally distributed spotter impact is probably more

realistic. Figure 1 indicates a hit probability of .75 or greater out

to a range of slightly in excess of 800 yards if zeroed at 500 yards.

It can also be seen that this zeroing range results in near-maximum

hit probability at all target ranges. The maximum degradation occurs

at target ranges beyond 1400 yards, where hit probabilities are unac-

ceptably low regardless of zeroing range. If the system were zeroed

so as to maximize hit probability at some long range, say 1800 yards,

then the effective range (defined in terms of a .75 hit probability)

drops to about 600 yards, an unacceptable loss. As a result, it is

recommended that, as a matter of tactical policy, this system be

zeroed at 500 yards. Figure 3 shows the first round hit probability

as a function of target range for the system zeroed at 500 yards,

under both assumptions of the distribution of spotting impact. It is

felt that these curves bound the performance of the system when

zeroed at 500 yards, with the true performance closer to the solid

curve at short range, but approaching the dotted curve at long range.

An interesting phenomenon is apparent in Figures 1 and 2. Namely,

that zeroing at a specific range is not the way to maximize the prob-

ability of hit at that range. For example, for a target at 100 yards,

the optimum zeroing range (from Figure 1) is about 600 yards. The

reason for this is as follows: The magnitudes of the fixed bias error

and the variable bias error when firing at a target at range of 1000

yards depend on the zeroing range. The fixed bias error at 1000 yards

range is minimized by zeroing at 1000 yards, but the variable bias errors

at 1000 yards are minimized by zeroing at much shorter ranges (see

Tables 16 and 18). Since both types of error influence hit probability,

the interplay between the two determines the best zeroing range. The
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current doctrine used in training soldiers in the use of the BAT

system is to zero at 1000 yards. This choice of zeroing range was

not based on an analysis such as that presented here, but simply on a

minimizing of the maximum fixed bias error over some span of ranges.

A. D. GROVES
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DEFINITION OF BASIC TERMS

SYMBOL UNITS raFINITION

A or a Ammunition type - A denotes major

Caliber; a denotes spotting ammunition.

N or n Number of major caliber rounds (N) or

spotting rounds (n) fired during zeroing.

r Yards Range - general; unspecified as to
whether it is range to target when zero-

ing or when firing for effect.

R or Rz Yards Range - specific; range to target when

firing for effect (R) or when zeroing

(R z).

V or v feet/second Nominal muzzle velocity of major caliber

ammunition (V) or spotting ammunition (v).

O(r) or O(r) Mils Angle above boresight through which the

weapon tube must be elevated when

firing at range r for the major caliber

weapon 6(r) or the spotting weapon O(r)

T(r) or t(r) seconds Time of flight to target at range r for

major caliber weapon T(r) or spotting

weapon t(r) .

Mils Unit of angular measure (l = .05625

degrees). The nil is also used as a

unit for expressing a linear dimension

d at range r by expressing d in terms

of the angle it subtends at the zero

range point. In particular, a distance

of d = 1 yard at a range of r=1018 .59

yards, subtends an angle of 1 J. Thus

to express a distance d in mils, mul-

tiply it by 1018.59.
r
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